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Lottery players are subject to Ohio laws and Commission regulations. Please play responsibly.
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Kristin Mullins
OGA President/CEO

A hero is one who knows how to hang on 
one minute longer  -- Novalis

# GroceryHeroes, #SuperMarketHeroes, 
#EssentialWorkers, #KeepOhioFed, 
#Inthistogether, and on and on.  When we 
see these hashtags we sometimes have the 
tendency to minimize their meaning. But 
I want to take the opportunity to pause, 
reflect and sincerely send out gratitude and 
appreciation to our industry! 

From the Beginning…
You were there in the beginning, when no 
one knew what COVID-19 was or how 
to best prevent it. You reacted quickly 
--  upping your cleaning protocols, dealing 
with inventory issues (toilet paper – we 
are all still trying to figure this one out!), 
increasing (or in some cases, starting) 
curbside pick and delivery, sneeze guards, 
wearing masks, creating one-way aisles, and 
on and on.  You worked (and continue to) 
tirelessly through the unprecedented busy 
times when Ohioans began to not only eat 
at home for dinner more often but they had 
the entire family home to eat – three meals 
(or more) at day!

What makes me most proud, is our 
members did an exemplary job setting the 
example for when Ohio began to reopen 
for other businesses to apply their safety 
protocols.

If every cloud has a silver lining – ours 
would be the shot in the arm COVID-19 
gave to our industry.  Several members 

reported a major increase in sales – one 
member specifically told of an 80% 
increase over last year sales!  Incredible!  
But my hope is that our customers came 
to realize all the benefits of eating at home 
and appreciate the value of shopping for 
your food.

Post-Pandemic Adjustments 
The most interesting aspect will be to see 
which of these changes will last “post-
Covid.”  I would suspect increased curbside 
and delivery services, cleaning protocols, 
sneeze guards and less cash transactions 
may become part of our everyday 
operations.   But will inventory practices 
change?  Will customer capacity in our 
stores stay at 50%?  Will masks become the 
norm?  I guess time will tell.

But for now, we will continue to weather 
this storm with the hope that the worst is 
behind us.  I know you all will continue 
to provide safe environments for our 
customers to shop in, our employees to 
work in, and our economy to thrive in.  We 
thank you for all you have done and will 
continue to do.  Keep on – keeping on!

You are appreciated, you are valued and 
you are ESSENTIAL!  Thank you!

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

As we watch statistics rise in 
lieu of the re-opening of Ohio, 
pandemic response resources 

continue to be top-of-mind and 
at your disposal.

Visit the OGA website 
Coronavirus Response page for 

the latest in information and 
available resources for your 

operation.

Ashville IGA 

Homefull

Nexvoo

Jose Madrid Salsa 

Ohio Soybean Council

• Exclusive Web Content and Resources
• Training and Compliance

• Latest Government and CDC Alerts
• Exclusive Partner Program Savings 

Welcoming Our Newest Members…

#GroceryHeroes

P.S.P.S.

Welcome!
Welcome!
Welcome!

Membership Truly Has It’s Privileges: ...and Much More!...and Much More!
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STATEHOUSE NEWS

If you have questions or comments on any state or federal issue, please contact Kristin Mullins 
OGA President and CEO, at (614) 442-5511 ex. 7110 or kristin@ohiogrocers.org

Pandemic Rise:

Senate Passes Civil Immunity Protection & Removes 
Problematic Workers’ Compensation Language
On July 1, the Senate stamped their approval on House Bill 606, which generally prevents a person 
from bringing a civil lawsuit against a person for injury, death, or loss resulting from exposure 
to COVID-19. OGA supported the original concept of the bill, including companion legislation 
in Senate Bill 308, but had expressed concerns with House added language that would provide a 
presumption that coronavirus-infected workers engaged in certain industries, including retail food, 
had contracted an occupational disease and are eligible for workers’ compensation. Earlier in the day 
in Senate Judiciary Committee members voted to remove that language and the Senate then passed 
the amended bill on the floor. We join our business partners in pushing for a quick concurrence 
on the revised House Bill 606, although at this time the House is not scheduled to return until after 
Labor Day. 

House & Senate Pass Legislation Offering New 
Opportunities for State Liquor Agency Stores
On June 10, the House and Senate each passed bills that would give select and qualified state liquor 
agencies new opportunities to serve consumers across the state. The House first passed Senate Bill 
669, a bill on which OGA worked diligently to include language to allow the state liquor operation 
to provide delivery of spirits to customers through its agencies.  Later, the Senate passed House Bill 
160, the alcoholic ice cream bill which also includes language to allow agencies who meet various 
criteria the ability to serve and offer cocktails to customers shopping in their stores. A special thanks 
to Jennifer Williams from Weiland’s for her tireless efforts to get this language included in the bill. 
Both bills also contain numerous other alcohol reform provisions that will help bars, restaurants 
and retailers alike recover from the COVID-19 pandemic. While we are excited about the progress, 
work remains to be done. House Bill 669 now heads to the Senate for further consideration and the 
changes to House Bill 160 still need to be concurred by the House before being sent to the Governor.

Pandemic Response and Compliance
As the Cornavirus curve begins to swell again and health and legislative officials develop safety and 
welfare responses for both health and economic well-being, daily reports are being issued from the 
Governor’s office (found at www.coronavirus.ohio.org), including re-caps and reporting on the latest 
updates from the CDC on the Ohio Grocers website (www.ohiogrocers.org)

Stay Informed
OGA encourages all members to stay update on all the legislative and regulatory issues we are 
tracking. You can always find a full list of bills we are monitoring on OGA’s website: 
www.ohiogrocers.org.

The latest graph from Statista 
(July 14, 2020) shows the states 
with the greatest increase in 
Coronavirus cases.
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WASHINGTON REVIEW

Before the onset of the coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, a trip to the grocery store was 
something most of us took for granted. Now, everything has changed. During this public health 
crisis, the grocery industry has stepped up to the challenge, overcoming obstacle after obstacle to 
fulfill its mission of keeping store shelves stocked with the life-sustaining food, beverages, personal 
care and household products needed by 329 million Americans.

There is no manual for this, so independent grocers have had to rely on their expertise and 
instincts to come up with new and strategies to keep the supply chain running as smoothly as 
possible and to protect employee and customer health and safety.  

Federal Government COVID-19 Response
In late March, the President signed into law the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security 
(CARES) Act, which built off the previously passed $8.3 billion emergency public health funding 
and the Families First Coronavirus Response Act. The CARES Act, a $2.3 trillion stimulus 
package, was a product of bipartisan negotiations between Republican and Democrat leadership 
to provide assistance to families and the U.S. economy support. Among providing funds to 
individuals, businesses, and states, the bill included $500 billion for loans and assistance to 
companies and state and local governments, $349 billion in low-interest small business loans, 
direct cash payments of as much as $1,200 for individual taxpayers, and $500 per child, and an 
additional $600 per week for those receiving unemployment benefits..

Paycheck Protection Program
Following reports that Paycheck Protection Program (PPP), a new loan initiative included 
in CARES to help small businesses, had run out of money in mid-April, Congress passed the 
Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act. The $484 billion package 
provides $321 billion additional funding for PPP – with $60 billion set aside for loans originating 
from smaller lenders, an additional $60 billion for disaster and other emergency loan programs, 
$75 billion for hospitals and other healthcare providers, and $25 billion to fund additional 
COVID-19 testing.

Additionally, President Trump signed into law legislation designed to make it easier for millions 
of small businesses to avoid being stuck with debt after taking government-backed loans during 
the pandemic. The Paycheck Protection Program Flexibility Act (H.R. 7010), included a number 
of provisions loosening some of the restrictions pertaining to the use and time period that loan 
funds would be eligible for forgiveness. However, Senators have already called out drafting errors 
in the bill that could create unintended consequences. The major issue is the flexibility to spend 
money on non-payroll expenses. The bill lowers the amount that must be spent on payroll to 
achieve loan forgiveness to 60 percent from 75 percent. But Senators Marco Rubio (R-FL) and 
Susan Collins (R-ME) argue that the bill’s language makes that 60 percent requirement a “cliff ” in 
which businesses would lose even partial loan forgiveness if they spent a substantial amount on 
payroll but fell short of the threshold.  Should the Administration not address the technical errors 
within the bill, it is most likely that Congress will need to resolve the issue legislatively.

Retail Glitch Tax Fix
A drafting error in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (TCJA) of 2017 that had negative impacts on 
retailers, which had become one of NGA’s top legislative priorities to address, was finally resolved 
within the CARES Act. The TCJA included a provision providing businesses with a 100 percent 
bonus depreciation to be used to write off the full costs of short-lived investments immediately. 
Congress intended to help retailers invest in their businesses with the inclusion of this provision. 
However, due to a drafting error, some categories of business investment, most notably qualified 
improvement property, or “QIP,” were excluded from being 100 percent eligible for bonus 
depreciation. Due to this error, retailers making investments to improve their stores have faced 
a more restrictive cost recovery period that is twice than under the prior law. Under the fix 
within the CARES Act, qualified improvement property is once again eligible for 100% bonus 
depreciation through 2022.  

Supporting Frontline 
Workers 

Supermarket employees are 
working hard every day to ensure 

Americans have access to food 
during this unprecedented 

emergency. Bipartisan legislation, 
Assistance and Gratitude 
for Coronavirus Heroes in 

Agribusiness who are Invaluable 
to the Nation, or the AG CHAIN 

Act, sponsored by Rep. G.T. 
Thompson (R-PA) and Dwight 
Evans (D-PA), recognizes the 

heroes serving at the frontlines 
of the food and agriculture 

industry by extending income 
and payroll tax relief for income 
earned during the public health 

emergency. At the time of this 
writing, a companion bill has 

not yet been introduced in the 
Senate, but NGA continues 
to urge for inclusion of this 

legislation in the next round of 
coronavirus relief packages.

Laura Strange is VP of Industry Relations, Communications and Marketing for the National Grocers 
Association and a regular contributor to our Federal Update  lstrange@nationalgrocers.org



YOU’RE THE EXPERT IN YOUR MARKET.

WE’RE THE EXPERT IN OURS.

Whether it’s energy procurement, a renewables project assessment 

or simply wanting to ensure your energy plan maximizes value, 

Premier Power Solutions has you covered.

Ohio Grocers Association members can achieve budget certainty  

and cost savings when a smart energy strategy is in place.

For more information about the OGA Energy Program visit  

PremierPowerSolutions.com/OGA-Energy-Program 

Or to get started today, call Ryan Foster, Vice President of 

Sales and Business Development at 330.316.0344.

ENERGY SHOPPING

•  Transmission Charges

•  Distribution Charges

•  Capacity Charges

•  Energy Efficiency

•  Renewables

•  Futures

•  Load Profile

•  Risk Tolerance

•  Demand Reduction

•  Peak Load Management

•  Swing Allotment

©2020 Premier Power Solutions, LLC. All rights reserved. 
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Buying Energy?  Look Under the Hood.

Unfortunately, buying energy is not a straight-forward purchase. The energy industry and 
deregulated markets are multi-faceted; suppliers, policies, rules and regulations vary by state   
and region.

Whether you are sourcing energy prices directly from a supplier or from an energy advisor or 
broker, it’s critically important to approach the process with your eyes open when reviewing 
energy prices, the components feeding into those prices, and the supply contract terms and 
conditions tied to them.

Transparency
When you get an energy price from a supplier or broker, there can be widely different levels of 
transparency. Energy prices may be presented to you;

• Without detail on how specific price components (energy, capacity, renewable charges, 
fees for locking, etc.) are being treated leaving you with an incomplete understanding of 
price risk

• Without supply contract terms (like swing provisions, change-in-law language, material 
change clauses, etc.) that would let you know how suppliers could adjust your energy deal 
based on your usage or regulatory actions

• Without location specificity (basis exposure, city gate versus burner tip) which makes it 
hard to know if you are comparing apples to apples

How are you receiving price offers from suppliers?
To be sure there are no hidden costs or fees, and no unforeseen cost increases down the road, you 
should be sure you are receiving detailed energy bids. Usource clients receive a ‘bid summary 
sheet’ displaying bid detail that came through our competitive bidding platform, broken out by 
supplier. The bid summary sheet is then reviewed via conference call or in-person meeting to 
determine next steps in the contracting process. No bid is withheld, no costs are hidden.

The Importance of knowledge and experience
The energy industry is complex and ever-evolving. Policies, regulations, programs and incentives 
continue to change. Usource will walk you through the different aspects of each price offer to 
make sure you understand the contract and associated risks.

If you’re not sure your supplier or broker has been fully transparent during your energy 
procurement process, contact Ryan Foster at Premier Power Solutions today for a second opinion 
review of your energy contracts and strategy.

Managing your organization’s energy strategy can be complex. Market monitoring and strategic 
planning backed by data insight can help you avoid common procurement mistakes and be on a 
path to a proactive strategy that maximizes cost savings for your organization.

ENERGY BEST PRACTICES

For more information, please contact Premier Energy’s Ryan Foster, at (330) 316-0344 or find out more 
about OGA’s Energy Program online at www.PremierPowerSolutions.com/OGA-Energy-Program.
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OUTLOOK: 2020 INDUSTRY  

Thank You, 2020?

While the final numbers regarding the fate and state of the food industry are several months off, 
it is a certainty that 2020 was a year like no other. And despite what appear to be gains in the 
bottom line for retail sales, the shopping experience has definitely changed for the consumer.

During the Great Recession of 2008, consumer spending on supermarket foods increased, 
while spending on many other product categories decreased.1 This trend has been visible in 
the expected recession due to COVID-19, as opportunities to spend at other outlets are greatly 
restricted.1 Homebound Americans are fueling strong demand for groceries as they avoid 
stepping outdoors over fears of contracting the Novel Coronavirus.2 In addition, a large majority 
of companies in the country advised their employees to work remotely, compelling the corporate 
crowd to stay put and opt for online food delivery services rather than visit restaurants and 
bars.2 This increased demand has led to shares of companies operating in the said arena to edge 
higher over the course of 2020, despite the broader markets being hit hard.2 The effort to stock 
up on food, cleaning supplies, and other necessities has resulted in unprecedented demand at 
grocery stores. These stores require intense staffing to keep up with sanitizing, disinfection, and 
restocking products as they sell out.1 Retailers respond accordingly to this changing landscape. 

The “In-Store” Shopping Experience Has Changed
As a result of the many changes to the shopping process, consumers now have fewer 
opportunities to interact with retail staff, and may feel pressure to shop quickly, to minimize time 
in contact with others in the supermarket. It is then likely that many choices will be made before 
consumers enter the supermarket, such that any lengthy decision-making processes happen away 
from the other customers and staff.1 This has implications for retailers and marketers alike. It 
reduces the significance behind the logic, strategy and science of store layout, and has a direct 
impact on sales.

Research has shown that consumers’ shopping habits vary depending on time constraints and 
motivation to search for information, so it is inevitable that the products that people purchase 
will change as a result of the recent changes.1 When consumers have more time available, 
they tend to more carefully consider information presented on the product label, and engage 
in less impulse buying.1 They are more apt to take time in stores to ask questions, search for 
complementary items to their primary buys, and actually “shop” more.

Under time constraints, most people will not have time to process product information, and rely 
more heavily on heuristics such as brand name, price, product images, and color-coded labels 
to make their food choices.1 Supermarket spending will likely vary depending on the income 
consumers have available during and after the pandemic. To be competitive, food companies 
will need to deliver a customer-centric experience that make it enjoyable for people to go to the 
supermarket, without compromising staff or customer safety.1 Retailers may need to adjust their 
“store experience” to accommodate a new type of shopper – and that doesn’t take into account 
any of the new online and delivery trend which has put the industry on it head.

Shoppers Consider Alternatives
The protocols and restrictions put in place to fight the Coronavirus pandemic has produced a 
completely new “food mindset” and online, pick-up and delivery options have become a much 
more significant part of the grocery shopping process. While this article won’t go specifically into 
these upward-trending numbers, it is easy to note that any retail business that does not include 
some sort of online purchasing, at-store pick-up service, or delivery option, for consumers will 
ignore a significant amount of business. And in an uncertain environment, finding options that 
provide the consumer with more service and convenience may be the only thing certain for 
success.

1 Martin-Neuninger & Ruby. What Does Food Retail Research Tell Us About the Implications of Coronavirus 
(COVID-19) for Grocery Purchasing Habits?, Frontiers in Psychology. June 2020. doi: 10.3389/fpsyg.2020.01448

2 Ghosh Dutta. Coronavirus Bumps Up Grocery Stores Stocks, Yahoo! Finance

Contributors, Adrian Kinnsion and Chris Schweitzer are OGA staff and can be reached at           
adrian@ohiogrocers.org and design@ohiogrocers.org, respectively.

Changes in American consumers 
food shopping due to COVID-19 
outbreak 2020, by age
- Published by Jan Conway, 
June 18, 2020

According to a survey conducted 
in March 2020, 31 percent 
of Generation Z/ Millennial 
shoppers (aged 18 to 39 
years old) stated that they 
had changed their grocery 
shopping habits in response 
to the coronavirus outbreak in 
the United States. Overall, 23 
percent of total U.S. shoppers 
reported a change in shopping 
behavior.
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RESOURCES: PANDEMIC RESPONSE

Our Coronavirus Resource Kit 
has far more than just flyers 
available, including floor decals, 
shelf talkers and register cards.

While many people believe that the Coronavirus outbreak found its way to Ohio in March, 
Department of Health records actually show initial cases being diagnosed back in January, This 
insidious virus was met with serious attention and concern after the first confirmed death attributed 
to it was reported March 17, 2020. It has obviously been here for some time, possibly mutated 
multiple times (according to several health experts), and will most likely peak with a second wave 
this fall. Undoubtedly, we will be tested again, and must be prepared to endure for a very long time.

“This first wave [of the coronavirus] … is just the beginning of what could easily be 16 to 18 months 
of substantial activity of this virus around the world, coming and going, wave after wave. It surely is 
a virus that likely will have to infect at least 60 to 70 percent of the population before you’re going to 
see a major reduction in its transmission.”
- The Intercept, April 16, 2020

An Uncertain Landscape Requires Certain Direction
As quickly as the statistics change surrounding this virus, government and healthcare officials alike 
seem to be adjusting protocols and best practices to accommodate the swells of outbreaks from 
state to state. Ohio is no different, and the fact that our own systems scramble from week to week 
can be frustrating. Your Association stays up-to-date on the latest news, alerts and reports from the 
Statehouse as well as the Department of Health and responds.

Besides providing information and communication resources, OGA has developed a coordinated 
set of practical resources specific for the use of our members. Our Coronavirus Response Kit 
contains a number of resources easily reproduced in-house and ready for immediate use on the 
storefront and in the store aisles.

Everything from product shelf talkers to social distancing floor decals can be found in the initial 
(downloadable) kit, with updates added as they are issued on our website (http://www.ohiogrocers.
org/coronavirus-covid-19-updates). In addition, a constant link can be found to these resourcees 
through our communications: Thursdays in our Weekly Checkout, Special Alerts (emails) as they 
are issued, and continued overwatch from our own legislative team (government/Statehouse 
updates, member legislative calls and podcasts). During this very uncertain time, one thing that can 
be certain is the responsiveness and dedication of Ohio Grocers to make sure our membership is 
prepared to handle the next challenge.

Resources at Your Call
Besides the specially-designed kit and individual resources provided through our website, OGA 
provides individual answers and services for members in need. We’re literally a phone call or email 
away to assist with specific needs members may have – whether answers to big questions about 
SNAP or WIC procedures during the pandemic, or a small solution provided by a box of masks 
delivered to a retailer in need. Your membership dollars are at work for you every day, so put them 
to work whenever there is something you might need – however we might help.

Our expertise is available to assist you!  Government relations, contact  Kristin Mullins, OGA 
President and CEO at kristin@ohiogrocers.org Member relations, contact Shane Schaefer, OGA 

COO, at shane@ohiogrocers.org. For communications, contact Creative Director, Chris Schweitzer at 
design@ohiogrocers.org
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FEATURE: HEROES WEAR MASKS

Shoutout to our hero, Happy 
Chicken Farms and CEO Bruce 

Lackey for warehousing more 
than 90,000 masks for us! When 

we were looking for options to 
store the pallets of cases, Bruce 

offered some of the Happy 
Chicken expanded warehouse 

space to secure the product and 
assist with distribution.

“Epidemics are a stress test for a system....the issue is how much resilience is built into those 
systems. Our hospital systems are designed to deliver at 99% efficiency. There’s no space for them 
to deliver anymore.” - Dr. Michael J. Ryan, WHO Informal Advisory Group.

Customers Must Support What We Already Do
When a healthcare system is stressed, it becomes essential for the public to take responsibility for 
their own safety and welfare to the best of their abilities. Even following basic fundamentals of 
public health (washing hands, covering sneezes and coughs, etc.) proves successful combatting 
any illness and disease, let alone slowing the spread of a global pandemic.

We’re seeing that stress on our hospitals and doctors offices once again as the curve of COVID-19 
cases is rising again in the majority of states across the U.S. — with (based on a few sources) 
Ohio ranking among the top ten. Now, just like at the beginning of the outbreak, we can play a 
significant role in slowing Coronavirus – masks and PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) play a 
major role in prevention. With a public polarized about the subject of mask-wearing (Executive 
Order or not), protecting our grocery family becomes a major priority whether customers wear 
masks or not.

Masks Play a Major Role
Protective effects of face masks have attracted widespread attention and sparked much debate. 
And, despite whatever side you may lie on regarding wearing them, there is no argument that 
they do help prevent the spread of germs. 

“Wearing a mask—the CDC is now calling it a cloth covering to distinguish it from medical 
masks used by healthcare workers—reduces the amount of virus you might spread into the 
air and onto surfaces if you happen to be sick, and acts as a barrier for those not sick. This 
helps slow transmission. A second benefit is that a mask, depending on the type of fabric, 
how tightly it fits, and how diligently you wear it, can help reduce your exposure to virus that 
might be present in the air, reducing your chances of catching the disease.”
— Dr. Linsey Marr, Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute and State University (Posted on 4/9/2020)

Supplying the Demand
Now that the initial swell of demand is over and we prepare for yet another rise in the pandemic 
wave, it seems that manufacturers and distributors are prepared to meet the challenge to the 
supply chain that will be coming. We saw it best when frontline organizations reached out to 
OGA to assist the industry during the height of demand (and shortage). So, what about PPE for 
our workers and what will inevitably be a need developing soon?

Imagine taking a call from the Department of Homeland Security (Ohio Division of FEMA) 
letting us know that masks were available to assist those in most need; and a specific allotment 
would be provided for grocery stores. Ohio Homeland Security provided OGA with 94,000 
masks to distribute – free of charge – to our membership, allowing 300 masks per member who 
requested them (provided they did not receive masks through a similar program initiated by the 
Dept. of Agriculture). Then imagine an OGA member (Happy Chicken Farms) answering the call 
for help with storing them all. After that, coordination among members – retailers in demand 
and distributors willing to assist with deliveries – ensured that our front-line heroes had supplies 
to provide for their daily safety. By the time of this printing, more than 52,500 masks have been 
delivered to OGA members.

Besides the direct response to the call for supplies, manufacturers like Nexvoo – new to the 
PPE world – decided to become proactive and assist frontline workers by joining OGA and 
offering their products and services. Their line of healthcare offerings includes masks, shields and 
sanitizers to name a few items available. Other manufacturers and service providers have reached 
out to our membership directly, providing product, support and discounted pricing to assist on 
whatever levels they can.

An Industry of Heroes
We are truly an industry of heroes. From delivery drivers to shelf stockers, food industry workers 
have met the challenge of backbreaking work, long hours and constantly changing compliance. 
As we continue to adapt to new demands, we prove our value to each other and to the community 
and earn the cape – and mask!

FEMA-supplied masks are 
manufactured by Hanes and 
comply with CDC guidelines. 

Valued at $2.00 apiece, these 
masks are FREE to OGA 

members who request them (up 
to 300 per member).
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FEATURE:  CELEBRATING HEROES

So, Now We Celebrate in a Box
If the word “pandemic” is ever mentioned again in our lifetime, it would be too soon. Besides 
the toll on life the Coronavirus has taken, this nasty little world-wrecker has really laid havoc 
on business (in general) across the globe – not to mention global industries like sports and 
entertainment. It’s taught the world a lesson in humility, patience and understanding and may 
even have tweaked our value system along the way.

We Need a Reason to Celebrate
When you run a member organization that utilizes events as a way for its base to meet, network, 
and conduct business, a deadly infectious disease can really ruin your operation. It’s tough to get 
to know prospects and provide samples of delicious fare when you’re talking through masks and 
standing six feet apart. We won’t even mention trying to plan around a pandemic.

Many of you know these problems first-hand, as your own businessses have become more reactive 
than proactive, as protocols, regulations and best practices seem to change every day. Logistics are 
hard enough, let alone the additon of added health and safety measures…and now you find out 
that you can’t even attempt to make up for some of this lost business and gained anxiety with an 
evening of great food and fun – because the industry’s best Celebration has just been cancelled. 
(Trust me, this Celebration would have been awesome in-person.)

Front-line and essential workers need a reason to celebrate, and even though you heroes won’t 
have a live event to let down your hair and take off your capes, we think we’re providing a pretty 
good option instead: the Brown Bag has become the Brown Box for 2020.

From Bag to Box
Once it was determined that our already-rescheduled (twice!) Celebration was put on hiatus for 
a year, it was a matter of determining how OGA could still provide some kind of  “deliverable” 
for those anticipating the event. It had to appeal to sponsors, the vendors planning on providing 
samples, and to the attendees. The result was an “event-in-a-box” solution that re-creates the 
evening we had planned – literally.

Without giving away too much of the surprise package, we can at least tell you that you (and your 
guest for the evening) will be instructed to don your masks, apply your nametags, and venture 
“into the box” for some at-home fun. Feel free to prepare a cocktail from one of the included 
recipes (sorry we couldn’t mail you Bourbon or Mint Julips!) as you experience the rest of 
contents. You’ll get a virtual tour of the venue (beautiful Irongate Equestrian Center); see videos 
of our 2020 Pinnacle Award winners and Associate of the Year; get the opportunity to “sample” 
fare the vendors planned for the event; and even get to experience a scaled-down version of the 
Night at the Races planned. (Gotta tell you...it was tough getting those horses in that box!)

Love to Sponsors
As always, our events couldn’t happen without support from incredible sponsors. The boxed 
Celebration is no different, and we want to be sure that every attendee knows who made the 
“night” possible. There will be a commemorative program with sponsor listings and ads, vendor 
listings and offerings, Pinnacle (and Associate) profiles, and a recap of the evening. Plus, take a 
gander in the sidebar to see a listing of the current sponsors and their level of participation.

Thanks to all of you – heroes in your own right!

Distribution
It only made sense that our Celebration needed to include all the heroes we could think of, so 
we’ll be sending the 2020 Brown Box to our entire membership! It’s our way of thanking those 
participating in the actual production, as well as providing a much-needed (hopefully well-
received) break from the daily grind of the front line chaos. 

Look for your box in August — we hope you enjoy it as much as we enjoyed making it.

PLATINUM:
SpartanNash

GOLD:
Altria Group, Inc.
Bob Evans Farms, Inc.*
Federated Insurance
Reynolds American

SILVER:
American Seaway Foods
Associated Wholesale Grocers
Castellini
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
Laurel Grocery Company
Merchants Distributors, Inc.
The J.M. Smucker Co.

BRONZE:
Buehler’s Fresh Foods
Careworks
CareWorks Comp
Consolidated Employer Services
FlowersFoods
Illuminating Technologies Inc.
Keurig Dr Pepper
Pepsi Beverages Company
Perry’s Ice Cream Co., Inc.*
Sunrise Foods Inc.*
Velvet Ice Cream Company*
Wholesale Beer and Wine Assn. of Ohio

COPPER:
Anheuser-Busch, Inc.
Consolidated Food Equip. Distributors
Cooper Farms
Dave’s Supermarkets - Saltzman
Fazio Mechanical Services, Inc.
G & J Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Gateway Recycling
Houchens Food Group, Inc.
Joshen Paper & Packaging
Mettler Toledo
Ohio Council of Retail Merchants
Schwebel Baking Co
United Dairy, Inc.
Utz Quality Foods, Inc.

OTHER: (*Includes Sampling)
Hirzel Canning Co./Dei Fratelli
IGA USA, Inc.*
Lipari Foods, Inc.*
Gia Russa*
Muirfield Energy, Inc.
Premier Power Solutions
Fruit Growers Marketing Assoc.* 
Glier’s Goetta*
Gold West Food Group*



It’s Our  

Business  

to Protect  

Yours®

Face to face,  

eye to eye, delivering 

innovative risk 

management solutions 

for your industry.

Commercial Insurance  Property & Casualty | Life & Disability Income | Workers Compensation | Business Succession and Estate Planning | Bonding

Federated Mutual Insurance Company and its subsidiaries* | federatedinsurance.com | Ward’s 50® Top Performer | A.M. Best® A+ (Superior) Rating

20.01  Ed. 10/19  *Not licensed in all states.  © 2019 Federated Mutual Insurance Company

Scan to read our 

latest HR Question 

of the Month article.
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  For more information, please contact CareWorks MCO’s Jodie Napier at  Jodie.Napier@careworksmco.com, 
call 1-888-627-7586 or visit online at www.careworksmco.com.

BWC PROGRAM UPDATES

BWC Responds to Current State of Emergency
The Ohio Bureau of Workers’ Compensation has adapted policy and considerations for 
healthcare and treatment due to the Cornavirus pandemic.

Expanding Technology Options

The Ohio Bureau of Workers’ Compensation (BWC) has made a series of rule changes 
in recent weeks in response to our current state of emergency due to the coronavirus 
(COVID-19) outbreak.

One key modification includes expanding the technology options permitted for telemedicine 
to help improve the process for conducting remote office visits.

Removing Barriers and Increasing Accessibility

Essentially, the temporary changes allow telemedicine services to be provided via a 
synchronous audio/video connection, like FaceTime or Skype, with security requirements 
being eased. This removes a significant barrier for employers interested in providing 
employees with a telemedicine option from the worksite as a part of the post-injury process.

Arrangements for telemedicine, especially services for initial treatment after an injury, can be 
made directly with the healthcare provider. Various types of telemedicine services are offered 
by different healthcare providers.

For More Information

The documents linked below include additional information on BWC’s guidelines for 
telemedicine services. If you are interested in exploring the telemedicine options for your 
organization, please contact your account executive at CareWorks of Ohio.

To learn more, see the following resources available on the BWC website:

https://marketing.sedgwick.com/acton/ct/4952/s-0f4a-2004/Bct/l-tst/l-tst:15/
ct1_0/1?sid=TV2%3AUPIe9JSis

Technology Options

The Coronavirus pandemic has 
created a shift in the significance 
of technology options considered 
as part of healthcare programs, 
and the BWC has responded by 
easing some restrictions.

Each of Our Members Is Doing Their Part to 

Stem the Pandemic for Their Community

…Showing the Nation that 

Heroes Don’t Always Wear Capes

#SupermarketSuperHeroes
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C AR EWORK S .COM

Total managed care. Total confidence.

We help Ohio injured 
workers get back 
to health, work and 
productivity.
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Headlined by 

America’s #1 

branded milk.

High standards guaranteed

by an exclusive 

5-Point Purity Promise. 

A full lineup of products 

delivered from

your trusted dairy.
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If you have any questions or comments on any Association or Foundation issue or event, please contact 
Kristin Mullins, OGA President & CEO, at (614)442-5511 ext. 7110 or email kristin@ohiogrocers.org.   

ASSOCIATION UPDATE

And the Winner Is…Still a Secret!
Ohio recently crowned a NEW Bagging Competition Champ and it is...a secret.
Well, at least at the time of the printing of this edition of OhioGrocer, we are not allowed 
to disclose details about the competition beyond what everyone else knows. As many of 
you know, the 2020 Best Bagger Competition was recorded by a certain worldwide sports 
network for a broadcast later on one of their stations. And, due to contract stipulations, 
we cannot reveal anything more than the basics until they announce it themselves. What 
we can tell everyone is this:

- Buehler’s Fresh Market was once again our host, naming this year’s epic contest 
“Bagger Bowl 2020”.

- GoLive Sports has agreed to join OGA with a three-year commitment to record 
and broadcast the event on their national network partner for three years.

- More than 25 contestants battled for the coveted Best Bagger title, $1,000 and a 

trip to Las Vegas to compete for the National Championship and $10,000. (Ohio 
consistently has one of the largest competitions in the nation.)

- A new winner was crowned in 2020 in one of the closest competitions in recent 
years.

Despite the pandemic and the protocols put in place, attendees were provided with an 
amazing venue, a great competition, and a truly memorable event. We can’t wait to share 
all the details with you – including photos and the actual broadcast dates on national 
television – stay tuned to our social media channels, Weekly Checkout, and website 
(www.ohiogrocers.org) for more!

The 2020 Bagger Bowl was one 
to remember, with masks, social 

distancing, serious competition and a 
certain “Worldwide Leader in Sports” 

being part of the event!

Reverse Raffle Ushers in the Summer
With the Coronavirus pandemic literally bringing Spring and Summer to a screeching 
halt, and reports coming from health and government offiicials that seemed to bring 
more and more gloom to what should be a sunny season, OGA took to the internet 
and decided to inject some fun – and money – into members’ Summer. The first-ever 
Online Reverse Raffle (“Summer Cash Stash”) was held on May 28 and the feedback 
was overwhlemingly favorable (especially from the winners!).  The Facebook Live event 
brought hundreds of viewers “virtually” to OGA as 9 big winners walked away with some 
summer cash — paid immediately through Venmo or other online portal of their choice.

Special thanks to our event sponsor, Nexvoo and all those who contributed, including, 
American Seaway Foods, Baker’s IGA, Bob Evans, Oberlin IGA, Buehler’s, Castellini 
Company, Giant Eagle, Consolidated Food Equipment Distributors, Cooper Farms, 
Dave’s Supermarket, Nemenz IGA, IGA USA, Jamestown Market, Jungle Jim’s 
International Market Fairfield, Kelly’s Market, Kishman’s IGA, M & R Food, Marathon 
Petroleum Corporation, Merchant Distributors Inc, Schwebel’s Baking Company, Sparkle 
Markets, Smuckers, #uniteddairy, Wagner’s IGA, and Weiland’s Market.

A live Virtual Reverse Raffle just might 
be a mainstay in the events planning for 
OGA, as this Summer’s online event was 

a big success!
Despite the Pandemic - There will be Golf!
The pandemic has brought a stop to many events this summer, but not golf ! (At the 
time of this magazine printing, we have our fingers tightly crossed.) This year, the Ohio 
Grocers Annual Golf Classic will take on a slightly new look to comply with protocols 
and safety standards, but our duffers will not be stopped! Breakfast and lunch will be 
served on carts and there will be no gathered registration. Instead golfers will take to the 
links with particular tee times and enjoy socially-distanced dinner afterwards as they 
come in from the course. If you can’t make it to the beautiful course at Pinnacle Golf 
Club on July 28th, check out our website and social media for pics.
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NOTABLE & QUOTABLE

What’s Hot:

Jungle Jim’s Cooking School Goes Virtual
The Cooking School – a popular on-site offering at Jungle Jim’s – is now offering classes online. 
Visitors can enjoy the lessons and excitement from the comfort of their own home, whether by 
relaxing and watching, or joining in the fun! All that the Cooking School classes require are the 
utensils needed to create the offerings. Find out more on the Jungle Jim’s website: junglejims.com

Nemenz Adds Instacart 
The Struthers, Ohio company recently announced new options for its shoppers to conveniently 
buy groceries and supplies. Online shopping & delivery through Instacart and curbside pickup 
join the store’s offerings in addition to store hour adjustment to accommodate community needs.

Jamestown Market Adds Senior Services 
Jamestown Market (Jamestown, OH) is dedicating Wednesdays as Senior Citizens’ Day, providing 
seniors with an additional 10% off their order of $25 or more to go along with their free curbside 
pickup offering.

Community Outreach:

Kishman’s Hosts Food Truck & Donates Proceeds
In June, Kishman’s IGA hosted a Funnel Cake Food Truck event. The Minerva-Ohio supermarket 
donated $1 from every funnel cake sold to the Minerva Mission to help its operations.

Cooper Farms Provides Foodbank Support
As part of a team member and social media outreach program, Cooper Farms (Van Wert, OH) is 
donating $500 to the Ohio Association of Foodbanks as well as 25,200 dozen eggs to foodbanks in 
Lima and Toledo.  

Marathon’s Pandemic Efforts 
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, Marathon Petroleum Corporation (MPC) has donated 
personal protective equipment to healthcare providers and contributed $1 million to the 
American Red Cross through Marathon Petroleum Foundation Inc. To address the nationwide 
need, MPC donated more than 575,000 N95 respirator masks to 45 hospitals and other healthcare 
organizations in 20 states to help protect healthcare providers as they treat infected patients. The 
masks were from a supply MPC prepared years ago as part of its pandemic response plan. Closer 
to home, they continue community efforts in areas like Detroit with food and meal distribution as 
well as other much-need supplies to support families in and around the Motor City.

SpartanNash Supports Military Heroes
The SpartanNash Foundation teamed up with store guests in a June effort to support our military 
through patriotic partners Team RWB, Operation Homefront and Honor and Remember. Store 
guests were invited to join a company-wide effort to support military heroes and their families 
by donating $1, $5, $10 or rounding their checkout to the nearest dollar. More than 150 stores 
participated in the Foundation effort during the 12-day span in June and July.

Moving Up & Moving On:

Buehler’s Fresh Foods Names New VP of Operations
Wooster-based retailer Buehler’s Fresh Foods has named Paul Stefaniuk as VP of Operations, 
reporting directly to Buehler’s President and CEO, Dan Shanahan. Stefaniuk will oversee store 
operations and related store functions, and brings more than 15 years of experience in store 
operations, mergers and acquisitions and store development to the position.

Velvet Ice Cream continues to 
keep it fresh by intorducing 
Fruit-Forward Season with new 
Premium Ice Cream and novelty 
offerings. These new flavors 
include: Blueberry Cheesecake, 
Blackberry Cobbler, Choc-Full-O-
Mint and Whole Lotta Chocolate.

“Notable and Quotable” spotlights Ohio grocers and industry leaders.  To share your news with fellow 
grocers, email design@ohiogrocers.org, or call (614) 442-5511 ext. 7130.   

Velvet’s NEW FLAVORS



A REGIONAL LEADER
American Seaway Foods Services understands what it takes to grow and profit in the challenging 

retail food industry. We are dedicated to creating strong partnerships with our customers, providing 

personalized service and support.

ABOUT
American Seaway is a full-line retail grocery wholesaler serving Western Pennsylvania and Ohio with 

nine distribution facilities. We deliver over 15,000 national brands plus Food Club, Top Care, Valu 

Time and Full Circle Organics. We operate a state-of-the-art fresh food manufacturing facility. 

For more information, contact American Seaway Foods  

(412) 967-4764 or (800) 362-8899

DEDICATED TO PROVIDING THE LOWEST COST OF GOODS

BENEFITS
•  Unique rebate programs paid quarterly
•  Aggressive private label funding program
•  Monthly “hot” deals and closeout  
   opportunities

•  Retail allowance payment plan
•  Twice yearly food shows - perishable and 
   dry goods

•  Weekly ad plan support
•  DSD/central bill programs
•  Cross-dock programs
•  Dollar program
•  POS technology support
•  Shelf tag printing
•  Strategic pricing analysis and support
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Columbus, OH 43215
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